Supra 87

The most notable change about the Toyota Supra was the introduction of the turbo engine,
which made the car competitive with true performance cars like the Corvette. The Toyota Supra
came available with two engine options: the 2. Fuel economy was about 17 to 23 miles per
gallon. Supra fans who wished for more power finally got their wish with the Turbo. Drivers love
the power and performance of the Supra, and say that will proper care the engine will last
forever. The Supra is a popular car for customizing and racing. Some owners complain that the
back seat is too small and that the car is extremely heavy. Amy I had a 87 Turbo - it was so
incredible to drive - Loved that I could do 95 on the way to Las Vegas and the car just purred. It
handled so well on the curves in California - loved this car. TaylorHatch Always wanted one
back then but couldn't afford one. They're not cheap now either, in good shape. Billy I was in
the passenger seat when a longshoreman drove my 87 off the ship. Car was ahead of its time
with electronic suspension ect I would like to sell my Toyota Supra turbo. Manual 5 speed.
Targa top. Suspension package. Electric package. I bought it from my brother with miles. Now
has Never meant for collector but Hello, I would like to know if a Supra is considered a
collectable car If it is, is there a car club or similar entity that would affrim this? You can emai I
have had a problem with my security alarm going off, opening the doors, with the doors closed
and in the middle of the nite. I own a supre non turbo. On a schmatic I see the computer is on th
Hi my name is Terence I have an 87 supra 7mgte engine that is old and no longer good and I'm
looking into putting a 2jz swap in it. I was wondering would it work and what problems would I
have? Average user score. Based on 34 reviews. Big Boss by Marc. I Love Rear Wheel Drive!!
Updated Sep 25, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Toyota Supra? Report Amy I had a 87
Turbo - it was so incredible to drive - Loved that I could do 95 on the way to Las Vegas and the
car just purred. Report TaylorHatch Always wanted one back then but couldn't afford one.
Report Billy I was in the passenger seat when a longshoreman drove my 87 off the ship. Have
you driven a Toyota Supra? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Toyota Supra. Have questions?
Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Toyota Supra Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Toyota
Supra to Related Models. Select Year Here's our road test of the third-generation Supra Turbo. A
car has to have the goods before it can play in the sports-coupe major leagues. The combatants
in this arena include such potent performers as the Corvette , the Porsche Turbo , the Mazda
RX-7 Turbo , and the Camaro IROC-Z â€”cars fully equipped to devour any competitor that dare
to enter the field of battle unprepared. In this fiercely contested market segment, superlative
performance is essential to survival. When Toyota introduced its redesigned Supra last year, it
wasn't ready to face such strong competition. The new Supra could hold its own against some
of the competition, but it was easily trounced by the big boys. Fortunately, Toyota is not known
for being content with playing on the second team. For the model year, Toyota has made the
jump to the sports-coupe big leagues by fitting an intercooled turbocharger to the Supra's
in-line six. In addition, Toyota now offers anti-lock brakes as an extra-cost option on both
normally aspirated and turbocharged Supras. Speed and power are requisites for admission to
the big leagues, and Toyota's engineers have made sure that the Supra Turbo has plenty of
both. The naturally aspirated, valve, twin-cam, 3. Of the two possible ways of awakening that
spirit-trimming weight and increasing powerâ€”the latter was by far the easier course. Torque is
up more than 30 percent, to pound-feet at The blown engine also benefits from an oil cooler and
a new distributor-less ignition system. From the outside, the Supra Turbo is virtually identical to
the naturally aspirated car. To cope with the added power, the Supra Turbo offers a choice of
beefy transmissions: the four-speed electronically controlled automatic has been strengthened
to handle the additional torque, and the five-speed manual is an all-new design, exclusive to the
Turbo. The fully independent suspension of the naturally aspirated Supra was one of the car's
strong points, and it has been fitted to the Turbo unchanged. The front axle is an
unequal-length-control-arm design; each rear wheel is located by an upper control arm and
three lower links. There are coil springs at all four corners and a thick anti-roll bar at each end.
In addition, the Supra Turbo features a sport package as standard equipment. The TEMS system
electronically adjusts the valving of the gas-filled shock absorbers among soft, medium, and
hard settings as needed; the driver influences its decisions by selecting either the "normal" or
the "sport" suspension program. Otherwise, the designâ€”like it or notâ€”is unchanged.
Though we've never felt that the current Supra's shape is as distinctive as, say, the Corvette's, it
is beginning to grow on us. From the front in particular, the Supra Turbo is aggressive and
intimidating. Our only real complaint is that the car looks every bit as heavy as it is. Inside, the
Supra Turbo is handsome, inviting, and thoughtfully laid out. The dashboard is graced by a
gorgeous bank of large, clear analog gauges, similar to the layout introduced last year. The
Turbo's most significant change is the substitution of a boost gauge for the voltmeter. The
optional power driver's seat moves every which way to make you as comfortable as possible;

we particularly like its power side-bolster adjustment, which can clamp you in like an astronaut.
Still, in contrast to the hard-core German sportster, it's clear that the Supra Turbo was not
designed for performance above all else. The rear seat may be best suited to teddy bear, but the
rest of the interior is as comfortable as a typical luxury sedan's. Despite its pounds, the Supra
Turbo scorches from 0 to 60 mph in a mere 6. Few luxoboats can move like this machine,
though. This is big-league stuff. The Corvette may be a tick or two faster, but the Supra can
easily hold its own against such worthy competitors as the RX-7 Turbo. Given enough road, the
Supra Turbo will climb to a top speed of mph. An impressive figure, though far less than
Toyota's claimed mph. This scintillating performance is deceptive. The engine revs smoothly
and easily, never seeming to work hard, and the big, heavy body absorbs bump and keeps road
and wind noise to a minimum. You never feel as if you are driving the Supra very fast. One
glance at the speedometer, though, and you see that you're moving rapidly indeed. On the
Interstate, the Supra Turbo requires frequent small adjustments of the wheel to maintain a
straight line. In keeping with the cars' comfortable nature, the ride is supple and forgiving; even
in the "sport" mode, the suspension is nowhere near as stiff as an RX-7 Turbo's. If the weather
and the law are on your side, the Supra Turbo will comfortably tick off the miles at extralegal
speeds all day long. Thrown hard into a corner, the Supra Turbo turns in quickly, takes a set,
and gets down to business. You can crank in up to 0. Overexuberance with the throttle or
suddenly snapping off the power will make the tail step out of line, but for the most part the
Turbo is composed and predictable. Despite the generous load of luxurious features along for
the ride, this spirited Toyota will clip apexes with the best of them. We were somewhat
disappointed when we finished our braking tests. Though our test car was equipped with the
optional anti-lock brakes, our foot tomph panic stop was no shorter than a similar stop we
recorded with a non-ABS Supra. Still, that's a very respectable performance, and we're sure the
anti-lock option will prove its worth to buyers the first time the unexpected occurs. The Supra
Turbo offers the same removable roof panel we sampled on a naturally aspirated Supra last
year. While there is no denying the sensory pleasures afforded by driving with wind in the hair
and sun in the face, this option is expensive, adds weight, and drastically reduces the structural
integrity of the car. If you're considering a Supra Turbo for its athletic abilities, we advise you to
consider carefully how much you really need a hole above your head. Frankly, we were
surprised by how much we liked the Supra Turbo after its two-week sojourn in Ann Arbor. We
had previously driven a few Turbo prototypes, and we didn't think Toyota had yet found the
stuff to compete in the sports-coupe big leagues. The Corvette may not feel the threat just yet,
but Toyota is definitely in the big leagues now and is flexing its muscles. I was the lucky soul
who pulled weekend duty behind the wheel of the Supra Turbo, and I couldn't be happier. After
a mix of short hops, midrange bops, and seamless Interstate blasts, I feel as if I know this car
like a best buddy. The miles I rolled up convinced me that Toyota's engineering team has what
sportscasters call depth. Little cars, big carsâ€”if those guys engineered paper clips, they'd
make them special. In the rarefied air of the GT ranks, the Supra Turbo need make no apologies.
It's more of a luxury cruiser than such established stars as the Corvette and the RX-7 Turbo, but
it's got all the muscle it needs when you hold the pedal down or crank the wheel into a sweeper.
Nissan's ZX Turbo can't compete in terms of all-around prowess. Various Porsches seem
seriously overpriced by comparison. What we have here is a new and wonderful alternative. A
toast to the agony of choice! This Supra may be a Turbo, but it's a little too big and buttery for
me. Oh, it's ultra-smooth, but its buttery response only makes me long all the more for a bigger
shot of salt and pepper. Toyota's six never gives you that turbo-terrific feeling of quick-stepping
up to a higher plane. It always feels as if the house is too big for the heater, as if the boat is too
much for the oars. A package as beefy as this needs a megamotor to pull dear of the pack.
Moreover, several members of the megamotor pack don't feel as big as the Supra. Gurney had
never seen the place before, and he had been challenged by a good semipro in another Turbo
who believed his knowledge of the tortuous course would overcome Gurney's brilliant skill. But
in blowing him off, even the great Gurney had to use only what the Supra could offer. Its
chassis couldn't be coaxed into acrobatics its mass couldn't handle. Moral: Less butter intake
would make the Supra much lighter on its feet. I was less than thrilled with the redesign of the
Toyota Supra. The old version was one of the best GTs on the market, with a delightful
combination of performance, luxury, comfort, and handling. I expected the new car to be more
of the same, only better. Toyota did come through with the eagerly awaited valve engine,
first-rate tires, and a more sophisticated suspension. But the new car also had about pounds of
additional noise insulation, ride isolation, and power equipment. This additional mass not only
offset much of the new hardware's benefits but also sapped much of the old car's liveliness.
This year's Turbo restores much of the lost vitality. The blown engine is strong enough to move
the Supra at a healthy clip without effort. And although Toyota denies having made any
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